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(57) ABSTRACT 

An apparatus customizes electronic received information and 
facilitates electronic transactions with an individual con 
Sumer. The apparatus includes a consumer database for stor 
ing consumer profiles information corresponding to the indi 
vidual consumer and a transaction database for storing 
transaction related information corresponding to individual 
commercial partners, including target content markers. A first 
computer program in communication with the databases 
modifies the electronic information received to include the 
consumer profile information stored in the consumer data 
base which corresponds to the transaction-related target con 
tent markers in the electronic information. A second com 
puter program in communication with the consumer database 
automatically monitors consumer interaction and automati 
cally monitors consumerinteraction and automatically updat 
ing the consumer profile databased on the interactions. 
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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR THE 
ENABLEMENT OF ELECTRONIC 

COMMERCE IN A CONTENT NETWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is a divisional application of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/359,770, filed on Feb. 7, 2003, 
which claims the benefit of U.S. provisional application Ser. 
No. 60/374,830 entitled “System and Method for the Enable 
ment of Electronic Commerce in Limited Input Environ 
ments' filed Apr. 24, 2002 the entirety of which are incorpo 
rated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to electronic com 
merce and transactions, and more particularly, to a systemand 
method for facilitating transactions for consumers and com 
mercial entities operating within networks which may offer 
limited input environments, such as interactive television sys 
temS. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 Interactive television is a relatively new phenom 
enon. Through interactive television, television viewers can 
use their remote controls or other input devices to affect what 
is seen and what functionality can be invoked on the televi 
sion screen. Interactive television moves consumers to 
actively participate in television. Various forms of function 
ality, content and applications can be invoked with interactive 
television, including selecting information to be scrolled like 
a "ticker across a portion of the television screen. Such 
information might be related to sports, weather, news, the 
stock market, or other information found to be of interest. 
0004 Consumer interaction through the television or over 
wireless devices is currently a difficult task, due in part to poor 
consumer/service provider interfaces and in part to strict 
agreements between service providers and their commercial 
partners. It is obviously advantageous for cable and wireless 
service providers to be able to provide their customers with 
the ability to interact with third party commercial partners. 
However, the service provider typically reaches individual 
agreements with each specific partner on both a business and 
technical level, thereby hindering scalability for each com 
mercial partner. For example, the technical level agreement 
may not only contain mandates on connections and protocols, 
but also which specific information the partner is looking for 
on a screen or session level basis, and where that information 
can be entered by the customer. This can include applications 
that require completed input fields from the customer through 
remote controls such as “request for information' advertise 
ments, television-commerce order forms, or games. With the 
increasing disparity of equipment, Software, and environ 
ments, third party content providers have difficulty Success 
fully deploying this content and applications in varied envi 
rOnmentS. 

0005 With regard to consumer/service provider inter 
faces, traditional purchasing methods by television-watching 
consumers have required the consumer to place a telephone 
call or log into an Internet web site to purchase the materials 
shown on television. Once logged in, the consumer is 
required to enter text in text fields and make other selections 
in appropriate dialog boxes to convey necessary information 
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to the vendor, such as billing and shipping information. Both 
of these methods require an investment of time and effort on 
the part of the consumer, which can lead to lost sales oppor 
tunities. Customization would improve customer interaction, 
but service providers and commercial partners typically find 
it unduly burdensome to customize on an individual con 
Sumer basis. 
0006. There is thus a need for a method of empowering 
television-watching consumers and wireless Internet Surfers 
with simple access and functionality for purchasing items of 
interest discovered while interacting with their devices. There 
is also a need for a system for facilitating automated and 
simplified presentation of commercial partner information 
over a content network to users of devices having limited 
input environments. 
0007. By the present invention, there is provided a system 
and method for automatically storing and loading consumer 
information into commercial transaction pages. Consumer 
information can be stored through registration or through 
system interaction and is associated with tags from commer 
cial participants which are stored based upon informational 
needs for consummating transactions. New commercial par 
ticipants are easily integrated into the present system through 
storage and association of tags or target content markers. 
Commercial participant branding is maintained, and entry of 
consumer information is minimized and simplified. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 shows a schematic of the data flow in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0009 FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing the process by which 
a customer purchase can be made using the system of the 
present invention. 
0010 FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating vendor integration 
using markup transformation in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0011 FIG. 4 shows one embodiment of an architecture 
diagram for use in implementing the system of the present 
invention. 

(0012 FIGS. 5 through 8 show the interaction of the vari 
ous components of the present invention in connection with 
the initiation and execution of end user and Vendor-side activ 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0013 The following terms are defined to enhance the 
understanding of the invention, but the definitions contained 
should not be read in a limiting sense. 
1. Provider or Operator: Network operator such as a cable or 
wireless service provider. 
2. Vendor or Commercial Partner: Third party seller of goods 
and services. 
3. Customer or Consumer: Cable service user and consumer 
of goods and services. 
4. Protocol: Means of connection between Customer and 
Commercial Partner (ie. HTTP/MFS). In one embodiment, 
the present invention takes the form of a plug-able module for 
any J2EE compliant application server written in JavaTM that 
intercepts the stream of information between the customer 
and vendor while still within the confines of the provider's 
network. 
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5. Tags: Embedded information keys, such as HTML or XML 
embedded keys, for customer specific values which can be 
agreed upon at time of Provider/Vendor agreement. 
6. Environment: The private connections between the cus 
tomer, the provider, and the vendor communicated via pre 
determined protocol. 
7. Dialogs: Interactive user interface objects displayed by the 
browser (such as text fields, text areas, check boxes, radio 
buttons, and list boxes). 
8. Standard Information: Groups of values to specific tags that 
are common across most vendors (such as billing and ship 
ping information). 
9. Non-Standard Information: Unique user session informa 
tion or groups of values to specific tags that are not frequently 
used by more than one vendor. 
10. Page: User interface presentation screen. 
11. Data entry page: The page provided by the present inven 
tion on the device or television set top browser for entering 
standard or non-standard information. 

12. Data selection page: The page generated by the present 
invention at the point of sale for the customer to easily select 
which information to use for the transaction. 

0014. In the embodiment of the invention as shown in 
FIGS. 1 through 8, there is provided a commerce and trans 
action platform 10 for use in network platforms having lim 
ited user input capabilities, such as interactive television sys 
tems or wireless Internet service provider systems. The 
limitations on consumer input can be inherent, such as where 
an input device has no keyboard, or can be based on conve 
nience, Such as where a binary selection may take a user a few 
seconds, but a longer field entry may take one or more min 
utes. The system of the present invention can specifically 
handle the needs of cable and wireless service providers that 
have agreements with specific vendors to be able to sell prod 
ucts and/or services to the providers’ customers. 
0015 I. Holds Preference Data 
0016. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 7, the present invention 
provides a commerce transaction application system 10, 
which can incorporate a Subscriber profile management and 
digital wallet service to serve consumers using a variety of 
limited input devices. The present invention allows users to 
store various types of information, including billing and ship 
ping addresses, credit card data, and partner-specific prefer 
ence data, regardless of type or quantity. User, profile, type or 
any number of semantics can be used to organize this infor 
mation in database 24. 

0017. II. Auto Fills Preference Data 
0.018 a. Data Insertion 
0019. The present invention was designed for usability; if 
a consumer is using a device with restrictive input methods, 
Such as a digital cable set-top box 32 or data capable phone, 
the invention facilitates the data entry requirements. The 
invention can insert preference data into the stream of infor 
mation that is passed between the consumer at 32, 36 and 
commercial provider 20. The invention recognizes markers or 
tags 22 that commercial partner 20 uses as keys to the cus 
tomer-entered values or preferences. Since these markers 22 
can be agreed upon a priori, the consumer's data is present, 
and the present invention maintains the customer-specific 
values for the markers, the values are written to the stream via 
proxy server 40 as the tags are identified. This is also shown 
in FIG. 3. 
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(0020 b. Standard Tags 
0021. The present invention can allow for a set of prede 
termined markers or tags to be used by many commercial 
partners, given that none of said markers are tags have part 
ner-specific meaning. A specific embodiment of this could be 
a number of partners and the present invention all conforming 
to some standard, Such as Electronic Commerce Markup Lan 
guage (ECML). The partner need only notify the present 
invention through any number of the invention's interfaces 
that it is a participant in the standard, and the partner can than 
be fully integrated. As shown in FIG. 6, vendor 20 can interact 
with tag database 24B via servlet 21 using HTTP. The servlet 
can interact with tag database 24B using Java Database Con 
nectivity (JDBC). 
0022 c. Default Policies 
0023. If the information required by the commercial part 
ner is not known, a default entry can be provided to the 
consumer. For example, if the consumer is ordering a men's 
dress shirt, and has previously stored credit and identity infor 
mation in the consumer database, the shirt retailer may send 
an HTML page having standardized fields (set forth by the 
network provider and the present invention) for identity and 
credit information, as well as neck size, sleeve length, collar 
type and color. Individual tags can be associated with each 
field such that, when the HTML page is parsed by the appli 
cation of the present invention, the fields corresponding to 
identity and credit information are pre-populated into the 
HTML page, and the remaining fields are left as default 
values. Default values and/or indicators can be pre-set 
according to the preferences of the consumer, the commercial 
partner or the network operator. Dialog types can than be 
modified and/or pre-set according to preferences and/or 
default policies. A specific embodiment of a default policy 
could be to either fill in a class of default values such as 
marketing opt-in/opt-out options, or simply to fill in nothing. 
0024 d. Dialog Modification 
0025. The present invention not only can insert preference 
or choices for certain dialogs, but it can also substitute diffi 
cult dialogs for easier ones if the commercial partner and 
network operator so desire. For example, if the shirt retailer 
provides text fields for neck size and sleeve length, such 
dialogs may be difficult to enter for a consumer in a limited 
input environment without a keyboard. Thus, the consumer 
may desire that the dialogs be presented in a drop-down menu 
or radio button format. 
(0026 III. Interruption of Workflow 
0027. If the consumer has stored more than one possible 
input value (or there are conflicting policies of equal impor 
tance), the present invention presents the consumer with a list 
of selectable options either inline with the page or in an 
augmented workflow (with the mechanism below), otherwise 
it automatically fills the appropriate value, rather than cum 
berSome text areas to make transaction and signup processes 
more efficient. 
0028 FIG. 2 shows a flow diagram of process steps in 
accordance with one embodiment of the invention. As shown 
in FIG. 2, the system can collect any initial information at 50, 
and can receive a purchase request 52 from consumer. Next, 
the proxy server accesses the tag database 54 for the tags 
associated with the particular vendor involved and fills the 
information 56 into the Vendor page according to data in the 
consumer database. If further information is required 58 to 
consummate the transaction, the customer can then be pre 
sented with a separate data entry page as at 64 or default 
values which may or may not require consumer confirmation. 
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Once obtaining any new information at 66, the database can 
be updated as at 68 so as to provide even greater efficiencies 
in future transactions involving the consumer. If no further 
information is required, yet the user has multiple profile infor 
mation values for a particular field, for example, the system of 
the present invention can send a data selection page 60 where 
the user can select which profile and/or standard information 
they would like to use, as at 62. Once all information required 
for a transaction is presented, the transaction can be consum 
mated as at 69. As shown in FIG. 8, once the transaction has 
occurred, the vendor can send an e-mail confirmation via 
messaging component 80, and customer service component 
82 can send order confirmation via servlet 83, accessible via 
the profile database. 
0029. If the consumer has requested content, the network 
operator can interrupt or augment with additional user inter 
face components the commercial partner's workflow to 
gather identity or other information from the user. For 
example, if the consumer is part of a household of five regis 
tered purchasers, and the consumer accesses information 
about toys, the network operator may suspend the consumer's 
interaction with the commercial partner while determining 
which profile to invoke for the household. In doing so, the 
consumer's content requests and the commercial partner's 
responses can be cached while the identity information is 
obtained or will be filled after a selection. 
0030 Since the present invention does the work of insert 
ing the end consumer's billing and shipping addresses and 
credit card information, the consumer in one embodiment 
simply has to select their product and the desired shipping and 
billing information from outside the commercial partner's 
interface in order to execute a transaction, which can be 
automatically chosen as well. 
0031 IV. Input Methods 
0032. There are a variety of ways of attaining the user's 
data: 
0033 a. Web Page 
0034. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 5, because the client’s 
input device can be limited, the user's profile can be managed 
via PC 36 using a branded interface 38 on the World Wide 
Web. The authentication used on the web interface could be 
the same account information used on the device, allowing for 
simplified profile management and fewer forgotten pass 
words. In one embodiment, the user can communicate infor 
mation to database 24 via servlet 41 using a servlet container. 
The servlet can interact with profile database 24A using Java 
Database Connectivity (JDBC) 42. It will be appreciated that 
database 24 can comprise multiple separate databases (for 
example, 24A and 24B in FIGS. 5 through 8) or a single 
database. 
0035) b. Interactive Workflow 
0036. In a further embodiment of the invention, the 
unknown information required by the commercial partner can 
be presented in a separate data entry page for the consumer. 
Such a page may be desirable where a more difficult data 
entry process is requested. Such as the text of a greeting card, 
for example. Information requests can be placed in the afore 
mentioned augmented or interrupted workflow as well as a 
separate area provided by the network operated accessible at 
any time before possible transactions. 
0037 c. Existing Database Import 
0038. As shown in FIG. 5, the present invention can also 
import data from external databases, such as service provider 
database 43. A specific embodiment could be either a batch 
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load as at 45 for a number of accounts from an existing billing 
system or single account setup from a customer service inter 
face. 

0039 d. First Time Transaction Data Entry 
0040. The present invention also recognizes when a con 
Sumer attempts to use the system does not have an existing 
profile in the system. When such cases arise, the present 
invention interrupts workflow (via aforementioned mecha 
nism), and presents augmented workflow for the new con 
Sumer to register with the system. A particular embodiment of 
this is the present invention catching the consumer clicking 
“checkout' and offering a setup page if the consumer wishes 
to continue. An additional embodiment is the present inven 
tion recognizing that the consumer lacks a profile yet has a 
default policy registered to not offer registration (opt-out), 
and the present invention allows the commercial partner 
workflow to continue. 

0041 V. Transaction Recognition 
0042. The present invention also interprets appropriate 
commercial partner documents to determine information that 
is descriptive or required to consummate a transaction from 
the partner. The present invention then presents this informa 
tion to the interactive television, mobile data, or internet 
consumer in a format which is simple to navigate and com 
plete, and which may be pre-populated with relevant cus 
tomer data to the extent the data has been obtained. 
0043 VI. Tag Registration 
0044) a. Introduction 
0045. The present invention allows the network provider 
to expose an interface to the commercial partners for easy 
integration of standard or custom tags or markers. The present 
invention allows partners to enter their specific tags or mark 
ers through the appropriate protocol plug-in, and match them 
to internal markers already determined in the system. 
Through this interface, partners can check what the system is 
already looking for, what it has the potential to look for, and 
request new tags or markers to be analyzed. 
0046 b. Integration 
0047. The present invention provides a solution for com 
mercial partners and network providers who require informa 
tion and content integration. The present invention not only 
facilitates this integration, but also provides records of agree 
ment and manages the relationships. The present invention 
also allows the Vendors to maintain their branding and acquire 
the particular customer information they need, while requir 
ing no more integration than if the Vendor had direct access to 
the customer's browser. Because of this tag matching and 
modifying procedure, the customer is provided with the look 
and-feel intended by the commercial partner, including the 
page layout, workflow, and custom and non-custom content. 
0048. In terms of users, a provider's customer is generally 
not one person, but instead an entire household. Each house 
hold consists of multiple users, and each user may wish to 
have multiple methods of payment, multiple locations for 
goods to be shipped to, and multiple preferences that are 
Vendor specific. The present invention accommodates any 
household type, whether that includes a single user with a 
single billing and shipping address related to a single credit 
card, or multiple users, with one or more different addresses 
per user, and one or more payment types. Furthermore, the 
present invention enhances the abilities of a roaming user by 
providing for data entry from a PC, as well as a DTSB or PDA, 
as shown in FIG. 1. 
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0049 c. Mechanism 
0050. A specific embodiment of this function can be a web 
page that displays all known internal HTML tags: CAUL 
DRON FIRST NAME, CAULDRON LAST NAME, 
CAULDRON FULL NAME. When the partner access the 
web site, the content developer can register all intended 
HTML tags to be used or already in use by matching them to 
the internal tags: CAULDRON FIRST NAME & PART 
NER FNAME, CAULDRON LAST NAME & PART 
NER LNAME, etc. 
0051 d. Motivation 
0052. The commercial partner can provide certain field 
descriptors that depict the information needed from a cus 
tomer in order to purchase the vendor's goods or services. 
This information can be provided electronically or "offline' 
and is stored in a partner transaction or tag database, as shown 
in FIGS. 1 and 7, for example. As an example, an airline may 
need identity and credit information, as well as seating pref 
erence, meal preference, and date and time information in 
order to process a request. Conversely, a shirt retailer may 
need size and color information in addition to identity and 
credit information. When such commercial partners register 
their field descriptor tags with the system of the present inven 
tion, they are stored in the partner transaction database. As 
Such, whenevera consumer requests content from a commer 
cial partner or vendor, the partner can provide its generic 
content page with tags, and the present invention parses the 
page for tags and inserts consumer values, if known, which 
correspond to the partner's tags. As shown in FIG. 7, con 
Sumer 32 can request information, which request is processed 
through proxy server 40 to vendor 20. Vendor returns content 
information containing tags, whereby the information is 
received and parsed by proxy server 40. In parsing the elec 
tronic information, proxy server invokes programming which 
accesses tags from tag database 24B and associated consumer 
information from profile database 24A to pre-populate the 
electronic form for the consumer. It will be appreciated that a 
variety of types of commercial partners are encompassed by 
the present invention, including merchants of goods and Ser 
vices, content providers, contest operators and other entities 
who may interact with consumers in the course of conducting 
commerce and transactions. 
0053 e. Standard Tags 
0054. In another embodiment, commercial partners need 
not identify required information prior to involvement in 
electronic transactions. In Such instances, the system of the 
present invention can parse the electronic pages intended for 
a consumer to identify fields or tags similar to known tags 
already stored in the partner transaction database. If the sys 
tem recognizes common tags, such as those listed in agreed 
standards like ECML (as discussed above), these tags can be 
associated with the new commercial partner and stored in the 
transaction database. The invention can further pull consumer 
values associated with the particular tags prior to delivering 
the content page to the consumer. In this way, new commer 
cial partners can be readily integrated into the system of the 
present invention without previously identifying their tags 
with the system. 

Implementation 

0055 FIG. 4 identifies one embodiment of a detailed inter 
nal code architecture 55 of one implementation in the Java 
language. This embodiment can handle synchronous HTTP 
protocol and HTML dialog modification with workflow inter 
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ruption while using the HTML tag registration, parsing and 
modification as discussed above. 

Core Code Components 

Example Embodiment 

0056. The application of one embodiment of the present 
invention is generally comprised of 6 packages: 

0057 FlyBuyTM.servlet: Core Server objects that exist 
across all requests 

0.058 FlyBuyTM parser: HTML Parsing classes includ 
ing 3" Party code and adapters. 

0059 FlyBuyTM.state: Request level classes maintained 
on a per user basis. 

0060 FlyBuyTM.store: Persistence classes for managing 
Database interaction. 
0061 FlyBuyTM.auth: Classes for managing authenticity 
keys and approvals. 
0062 FlyBuyTM.action: Handlers for all expected behav 
iors and required actions of the present invention. 

Server Startup 

0063 flybuy...servlet 
0064 On startup, the servlet container loads the Flybuy 
Servlet with the ServletConfig object from the container con 
figuration file. FlybuyServlet then loads its custom configu 
ration file, flybuyConfig.xml, and creates a FlyBuy.Config 
object (which is a singleton and can be accessed from any 
where). Before finishing, FlybuyServlet instantiates the cho 
Sen Authentication scheme for managing authenticity of the 
client. FlybuyServlet is now ready to receive HttpServletRe 
quest and HttpServletResponse objects from the container. 

Request Dispatching 

0065 
0066. When the service function is called in FlybuyServ 

let, the FlybuyServlet must manage two tasks. First, it must 
request any previously stored session or the creation of a new 
session depending on whether the client has previously 
logged in (all sessions, new and old, are managed by the 
SessionManager). Secondly, the FlybuyServlet must derive 
the appropriate Action either from internal logic based on 
what the present applicationalready knows about the client or 
from what is indicated in a custom request from the client as 
a result of a system interruption page. Once the Session has 
been acquired and the appropriate Action is derived and 
acquired from ActionFactory, FlybuyServlet executes the 
action and the correct allocated action takes over the remain 
ing service fulfillment. 

flybuy...servlet, flybuy.state, flybuy.action 

Authentication 

0067 
0068 Classes wishing to manage authentication must 
implement the interface. Session keys are stored in secured 
cookies that are checked by the FlybuyServlet; thus, every 
request is authenticated. During ServletLoginAction, the 
Authenticators generate the key that will be used for the 
duration of the session. For each Subsequent request the key is 
requested from the cookie, and verified by the implemented 
method in the Authenticator. The only Authenticator included 

flybuy.auth, flybuy.action 
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with this release is Basic Authentication which only checks 
username and password combinations, and Verifies session 
keys. 

Session Data 

0069 flybuy.state, flybuy.action, flybuy...store 
0070. With all requests per user login session, there is an 
associated Session object. The Session object contains the 
authentication key for maintaining tight security and any 
cached HTTP requests and responses that need to be held 
while the user selects which profiles to use as well as client 
network connection information. The Session object is also 
the central point for all data required to manage the request 
and insert user-defined values into the necessary vendor form 
fields. 
0071. After authenticity of the user has been initially con 
firmed in ServletLoginAction, the ProfileManager is called 
upon to gather the entire appropriate vendor and profile data 
associated to the hostname and user, respectively. The Pro 
fileManager encapsulates all this data into a UserData object, 
which is returned and maintained in the user's Session object. 
The UserData object not only maintains the mappings of 
Vendor specific tags to a list of profiles which can have the 
data to fill the forms, but also a running list of selected 
profiles, so the user is interrupted as few times as possible. 

Content Rewriting 
0072 flybuy.state, flybuy.action, flybuy.parser 
0073 For every request routed through the present appli 
cation, the Parser and RewritingFilter are instantiated and 
work together to resolve any fields that may need completion 
on behalf of the client. If the user has already selected the 
appropriate data or if there is only one choice, the Rewriting 
Filter automatically fills the data. If there is ambiguity about 
which profile data to complete the form with, the Interrup 
tAction must be called to present the user with the appropriate 
options. 

Handlers 

0074 flybuy.action 
0075. As stated in Request Dispatching above, the flybuy. 
action classes are the handlers for every required behavior. 
System internal logic for deriving the appropriate action is 
first determined by checking if the session is marked new. If 
the session is not new, the parameter list of the HTTPServle 
tRequest is checked for an fb action key, which is an indica 
tor of the submission of an application JSP and the value is 
translated into the appropriate action name. If the session is 
not new, and there is no fb action in the parameter list, a 
default action is taken, namely, ServletVendorAction. 
0076 Currently there are six flybuy.action classes, each of 
which extend the AbstractServletAction and are created from 
the ActionFactory. SessioninitAction is created if the Session 
object is marked as new, and its job is to store the HTFPS 
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ervletRequest in the Session, and forward the client to the 
login.jsp. The login.jsp indicates the next action to take is 
SessionLogin Action. The SessionLogin Action authenticates 
the user and gathers the profile and tag data for the user and 
site, before retrieving the cached HTTPServletRequest and 
fulfilling it. 
0077 ServletVendorAction handles all normal requests 
routed through FlyBuy, and calls upon the Parser and Rewrit 
ingFilter objects to check for any forms that may need 
completion. As mentioned earlier, if there is any choice that 
user must make for the forms to be filled, an interrupt page 
must be sent to the client so the user can make his/her choice. 
Once the Parser and RewritingFilter have determined all the 
options to be completed by the user, the Vendors response is 
stored in the Session and a UserDataFxception with the nec 
essary information is thrown to the ServletVendorAction. The 
ServletVendorAction then forwards the client to the JSP that 
presents the options. When the client submits, the Interrup 
tAction is called as per the value offb action (embedded in 
the JSP previously sent) and the choices are then set in the 
user's Session's UserData object. The InterruptAction then 
calls the ServletVendorAction with the cached Vendor 
Response and the process can continue. 
0078. The invention may be embodied in other specific 
forms without departing from the spirit or essential charac 
teristics thereof. The present embodiments are therefore to be 
considered in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive, the 
scope of the invention being indicated by the claims of the 
application rather than by the foregoing description, and all 
changes which come within the meaning and range of equiva 
lency of the claims are therefore intended to be embraced 
therein. 

What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters Patent 
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1. An apparatus which customizes electronic information 
received by the apparatus to facilitate electronic transactions 
with an individual consumer comprising: 

a consumer database for storing consumer profiles infor 
mation corresponding to the individual consumer; 

a transaction database for storing transaction related infor 
mation corresponding to individual commercial part 
ners, including target content markers; 

a first computer program in communication with said data 
bases for modifying the electronic information received 
to include said consumer profile information stored in 
the consumer database which corresponds to said trans 
action-related target content markers in said electronic 
information; and 

a second computer program in communication with said 
consumer database for automatically monitoring con 
Sumer interaction and automatically monitoring con 
Sumer interaction and automatically updating the con 
Sumer profile databased on said interactions. 
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